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Change is a part of life: sometimes it feels frightening, other times exciting. With the Butterfly Oracle

Cards for Life Changes,Doreen Virtue will help you manage and understand any changes you are

experiencing. Each of the 44 cards features a gorgeous butterfly-and-flower image . . . because who

better than these winged creatures and blossoming buds to demonstrate the blessings offered by

transformation? The accompanying guidebook shows you how to give yourself and others a

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Life-Change Reading.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Topics range across real-life challenges such as aging,

shifting careers, relationship transitions, moving, lifestyle alterations, and more. This deck can be

used in conjunction with DoreenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s other cards for those occasions when your reading

needs to specifically focus upon change.
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Doreen Virtue is an internationally best-selling author and clairvoyant doctor of psychology who

works with the angelic and elemental realms. She has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good

Morning America, CNN, and other programs, and she teaches online video workshops on

www.EarthAngel.com. Website: www.AngelTherapy.comÃ‚Â 

This is a positively helpful deck to use when wanting to take a look at major life changes or

transformations one is going through in their life. The subject of the deck surrounds

butterflyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s, which are also a symbol of changing, evolving, and transforming. I've

been testing this deck out repeatedly and have found it to be efficiently accurate. I've re-checked



questions at separate intervals and received the same messages. Although, I am Clairaudient to a

good degree so it helps hearing my team tell me which cards to flip over. My favorite part of this

deck are the words or phrases chosen to be included on each card. They point to practical areas

that most everyone wrestles with at one time or another.Each card displays photography of real life

butterfly's on it. The images are vibrant, beautiful, and glossy, however, the images don't

necessarily have much to do with the names on the cards. This may be an issue for some who

desire symbolism to be evident on a card used for giving readings. I found that any image could

have been used on each card for that matter. I instead chose to focus on the messages coming in

surrounding the word or phrases on the cards. The butterfly photography was just a pretty

background for it.This card deck comes with a helpful guide book that offers a couple paragraphs of

the general meanings of each card as well as other potential messages or guidance that could be

implied. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m enjoying this deck and would recommend it for those who have been

feeling stuck, at a standstill, and are looking for a deck that is focused on major life changes or

transformations. If you're a huge fan of butterfly's and collect anything related to butterfly's, then you

may enjoy this deck if just to gaze at the images. The card stock is of strong quality, and easy to

shuffle, with gilded gold sparkly edges. The back of the card is a blue color with a butterfly in the

center of it.An example read for someone who has been going through some tough stagnancy

surrounding love and wondering if it will ever happen for them. Cards pulled were: End of an Era,

Seeking and Finding, Join In. At first glance, the names may appear vague, but if you look deeper

the potential messages are evident. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“End of an EraÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• can indicate

that the tough stagnancy or changes youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been going through are coming to a

close. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Seeking and FindingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• can show that this next love partner is

coming up on the horizon. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Join InÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• can be that you will form a

relationship with one another, or that you cross paths at an event, seminar, group meeting, or

something pertaining to some kind of social atmosphere or gathering.The card names include: Adult

Children, Be True To You, Body Changes, Changing Your Mind, Courage, Decisions, Dietary

Change, Emotions, End of an Era, Family Changes, Finances, Forgiveness, Get Some Rest,

Gracefully Aging, Grief Work, Healing the Past, Health-Care Change, Heavenly Signs, Hobbies,

Join In, Keep the Faith, Leaving, Memories, Motivation, Moving, New Career, New Exercise

Program, Parental Care, Realizations and Epiphanies, Relationship Dynamics, Religion and

Spirituality, Retirement, Seeking and Finding, Self-Care, Self Employment, Sentimental Feelings,

Sobriety, Spiritual Growth, Support, Take the Next Step Now, Volunteer, Welcome the New,

Windfall, You Are Stronger Than You Know.



Classic mistake of Branding, saving money on art with free photos thinking the public won't care as

long as it's got the name. The cover art misleads you to believe the cards inside will be artistically

presented.

I put off getting this for a long time when originally I planned to have it when it was released.

Perhaps it has something to do with recent the loss of 2 of the most important women in my life.

Butterflies remind me of them & I wasn't ready for it yet.I enjoy the beautiful pictures & the memories

that come with it. However, this special deck is for special circumstances. It'll remain on my shelf

next to my autographed decks for now. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å Besides, Doreen has a bunch of other

decks that are just as useful if I ever find it necessary to use a deck. That's usually rare because I

enjoy focusing on what's coming to me by "other means".

Love the cards and so spot on. First card I got when using the cards was Self Employment and that

is exactlywhat I needed to hear in my life at the moment. As I got the cards when I purchased the

book - The Courage to be CreativeIt was definitely a sign I am heading in the right

direction.Beautiful pictures and lovely messages with the cards. Thanks so much Doreenn

Beautiful oracle cards and perfect for the season! Sturdy cardstock with gold edges, will last for

years. All graphics are detailed photographs of various butterflies perched on flowers. I think this

deck is a nice accompaniment to the Flower Therapy Oracle deck also by Doreen Virtue. Each card

contains a simple 1 to 3 word meaning, full meaning can be found in the enclosed guide book.

Suited for all ages. I am very pleased with this deck and appreciate the fabulous photography!

I like using this deck by itself and with other decks. I'm a big fan of Doreen's work. The energy of

this product and the other ones of hers that I've purchased is of peace and love. I just used this

deck last night with the Saints and Angels and Mermaid decks. Afterwards I felt clearer and more at

ease. Using her decks also points me in the right direction of what I need to clear energetically in my

life. Love them!

Incredibly beautiful cards. The meanings tend to be a bit 'Christian' which I am not, but I just don't

use the book. Very high quality.



Originally I had given this deck a three star rating but after a closer examination of the deck I had to

change it to one. I notice that three of the cards had the exact same image on them just flipped

around and had different meanings. I just find this to be lazy. Absolutely a turn off. The cards are

parental care, hobbies, and sobriety. Disappointing.
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